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A-Run

The multi-talent for children,
teenagers and adults

www.wolturnus.com

The old wheelchair I had to push,

A-Run

with the A-Run I can “drive”.
Mother of a A-Run user

Active or Comfort

the multi-talent for all age classes
The A-Run is a unique wheelchair, which fulfills any wishes a wheelchair user can dream of. There are different application possibilities for the A-Run. It can be used as a rather passive comfort wheelchair, for users with special requirements in regard to support and
functionality as well as a full-value active wheelchair for users, who manage their daily lives independently.

The A-Run is available in various sizes. The different age
groups usually have varying demands on a wheelchair.
Wolturnus makes it possible to adjust the wheelchair as well
as the equipment in line with the respective requirements
of children, teenagers and adults respectively.
Each A-Run, which leaves our production hall, is a unique,
highly individualized wheelchair.
This wheelchair model has been developed in a way, that
nearly all features can be adapted according to the user’s
demands: the back, the seat, the equipment as well as the
functionality can be designed and adapted individually.
The A-Run Chassis is compatible with many seat and back
systems on the market.
With regard to the wheelchair’s design, it was very important, to facilitate the everyday lives of both, the user as well
as the attendant. The A-Run is very narrow, light and easy to
handle. It can be used indoors as well as outdoors.

› ACCESSORIES
As a standard the A-Run is eqipped
with push handles, drum brakes,
a double anti-tip device as well as

Features
› Adjustable seat and back upholstery or fixed back
and seat
› Adjustable balance point
› Steplessly adjustable seat tilt and back angle
› Narrow and easy to manoeuvre
› Crash-tested
› Car fixation
› Chassis can be combined with other seating
and back systems
› Chassis weight from 14 kg
› User weight max. 120 kg

› sEAT TILT AND BACK ANGLE

› SEAT- AND BACKSYSTEMS

The A-Run’s seat and back can be

The A-Run Chassis is compatible

steplessly adjusted with up to 30°.

with many seat and back systems
on the market.

spoke protectors.
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